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Editorial 

Hello, and welcome to the Somerset HPS June newsletter. 
I hope that you and your family are keeping safe and well.  
It has been an extraordinary year.  I have never been so 
grateful for gardening; being able to work in the garden 
has largely helped me to avoid the anxiety induced by the 
coronavirus crisis.  We were so lucky that the weather was 
on our side this spring.  The burgeoning life in the garden 
was in stark contrast to the dreadful statistics announced 
on the news every night.  The sun shone, shoots emerged, 
birds sang, buds opened and the tree blossom in particular 
was simply magnificent.  Gardens are certainly our sanctuary in troubled times.   

In last year’s June 
newsletter I talked 
about an orange and 
blue border I was in 
the process of plant-
ing up.  It turned out 
quite well for its first 
year; by late July the 
plants were well into 
their stride (see left), 
and remained colour-
ful well into autumn.  
This spring I removed 
some plants which 
had been rather less 
successful, and added 
Eryngium ‘Big Blue’, 

orange California poppies, reddish-leaved Panicum ‘Shenandoah’ and electric blue 
Ceratostigma plumbaginoides to the mix.  It’s been fun to experiment. 

The Group’s summer events have been cancelled and the autumn programme may 
be in doubt, but the HPS isn’t entirely on hold.   There has been a flourishing of 
interest in social media, with a new HPS Facebook group gaining over 600 members 
in only two months, and Instagram bringing together gardeners from all over the 
country.  Jane Hunt’s article (page 21) helps dispel some of the mystery surrounding 
social media and encourages us all to have a go.    
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Chairwoman’s Letter 

Our year of talks and visits started off well with David Usher talking about Gertrude 
Jekyll, and Stephen Griffiths of Abbotsbury.   Then lockdown happened and all 
events have been cancelled for the foreseeable future.   The remaining programme 
for the year is included in this newsletter with the caveat that, until restrictions are 
officially lifted, all events are either cancelled or postponed.   We will keep you up to 
date and the easiest way for you to get the latest information is by email reminders. 
Sign up via our website: somersethps.com 

The weather has changed from a very wet early spring to long periods of sunshine, 
but has generally been very good for gardening.   I am writing this in early May after 
opening up the greenhouses and moving out all the seedlings, both ornamental and 
veg, in the process of hardening off.   I love growing from seed so I participate in the 
HPS seed scheme by donating and ordering seed.   If you don’t already do so, why 
not wander around your spring flowers and collect seed ready to send to the 
scheme or share with Somerset Group when we meet again.  Donors are entitled to 
extra allocation of seeds. 

The garden is bright with the leaves of 
Acer pseudoplatanus ‘Brilliantissimum’ 
and flowers of viburnums.  I particularly 
like the tiered structure of V. plicatum, 
variety unknown, as these are all 
inherited from the previous owners 
who were (overly) fond of shrubs and 
trees.  The one in this photograph has 
more horizontal branches, whereas 
another by the pond has a more 
weeping habit.   The polygonatum is 
expanding well and, surprisingly, has not 
been attacked in the last couple of years 
by the sawfly Phymatocera aterrima, 
which unfortunately can decimate a 
plant but does not seem to affect its 
regrowth in the following year.   I do 
mulch the garden so maybe that helps, 
as the larvae overwinter in the soil.  
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I can’t find Alma.  I’m rearranging the front garden bed, as it was being taken over by 
a pink Japanese anemone and I’m planning to plant more asters.   Hence looking for 
Alma: Symphyotrichum novae-angliae  ‘Andenken an Alma Potschke’.  It has cerise-
pink, single flowers and is relatively compact at 90cm tall.  Another thug, you are 
thinking, but this is one of the more restrained varieties.  It is in the back garden but 
none of the labelled asters are Alma.  Where do all the labels go?  I have been 
carefully tending the place where I thought a baptisia was, by removing fallen leaves 
and making sure it was not overshadowed by self seeded foxgloves, only to find 
when it emerged that it was about two feet away and doing fine.  The label was 
there, just buried.  The plant getting the special attention turned out to be a 
campanula.   All the other baptisia that I bought as cuttings have died - some within 
a week - and were replaced by the supplier, but they too died.   Any advice? 

I do have a plan of the garden borders but I’m not 
strict enough in updating it when a plant is moved or 
dies and is replaced.  I also allow a degree of self 
seeding, such as linaria  and eryngiums, which adds 
to the cottage effect but doesn’t get on the plan.  At 
the moment my favourite plant is Papaver 
rupifragum.   It has a rosette of green grey leaves and 
the flower is bright orange, often crinkled.  It gently 
self seeds around in sunny and shady places in my 
garden.  

I hope we will soon be back to enjoying lectures and 
visits.  Take care, and happy gardening. 

                 Caroline Reeves 

New Members 

Welcome to those who have recently joined the Somerset Group.  We hope you will 
enjoy your membership once the meetings and garden visits resume.   

Peter Evered  - Bridgwater  Georgina Rutherford  - Wellington 
Robin  Goodfellow  -  Axbridge  Jennie Vere  - North Curry 

Nina & Stephen Locke - North Curry Sue Webber  - Bridgwater 

Christine Martin  - Taunton  Ida West - Castle Cary    rejoined 
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Group Visit to East Lambrook Manor, 12th Feb 2020 

Midway between storms Ciara and Dennis, we were lucky to get a fine, sunny 
afternoon for our visit to East Lambrook to see the many varieties of snowdrops 
which were on show there. 

After an excellent lunch at the Rose and Crown, now under new management, we 
met in the Malthouse at the Manor for a talk from Mike Werkmeister.  He told us 
the story of Margery Fish's early life as a secretary in the newspaper industry, until 
she married the retired editor of the Daily Mail, Walter Fish, in 1933.   

They moved to East Lambrook in 
1937 and set about making a 
garden.  Margery became an 
expert plantswoman, and one of 
her passions was snowdrops, of 
which she had a large number. 

M i ke t h e n p r e s e n t e d R o y 
Stickland with a beautiful photo-
graph of a snowdrop selected 
from the exhibition at the 
Malthouse, in recognition of his 
help in establishing the current 
collection. 

The Woodland Garden and The 
Ditch were full of snowdrops, as 
well as many other early spring 
treasures, including winter 
aconites and hellebores. 

There were pots of different 
varieties of snowdrop all around 
the garden, and well organised 
display beds made them easy to 
examine closely.  A number of 
them were discovered at East 
Lambrook Manor and named for 
their association with it. 
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Roy receives the photograph from Mike

Members explore the woodland garden
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             Helen Senior 
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The beautifully labelled display beds

And finally, a shot of our members doing what they love best -  
buying plants!
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Trip to Kew Gardens - 4th March 2020 

A visit to Kew on a cold, rainy day in early March may not appear to be the best 
timed of garden visits, even to so prestigious a garden. 

The timing was deliberate, however, to coincide with the 25th annual Orchid 
Festival.  We knew that there would be good things in the Alpine House and 
Temperate House at this time of year, but it was not all about plants under cover.  So 
diverse is Kew that a single visit can barely skim the surface.  The rock garden (how 
did they get those huge stones so perfectly placed?) was shaking off winter 
drabness, and well-tended borders and beds were bursting with promise as spring 
flowering subjects begin to take the stage.  Closer inspection could have been 
rewarding had it not been for the rain and the pressure of time.  So selectivity was 
the order of the day. 

The Princess of Wales Conservatory is, in 
e f f e c t , a l i n ke d s e r i e s o f d i f f e r e n t 
environments, enabling visitors to move from 
one to another and experience different 
temperature and humidity regimes.  It is 
designed so that the various types of 
vegetation can be viewed from three or four 
levels.  The orchid festival makes full use of 
these facilities.  Indeed, it might fairly be said 
that the displays in the main hall were more 
theatrical than botanical.  Phalonopsis, 
perhaps the most well-known and oft-
purchased of all orchids, predominated with 
massed displays of quite small plants of the 
sort seen in garden centres and even 
supermarkets, admittedly in a huge range of 
colours.  These were mixed with red 
bromeliads and arranged on tall columns and 
on and around a large conical structure which 
resembled a volcano.  Hot climate vandas 
were displayed on vertical metal mesh walls, 
and in the pool below floating pads of 
oncidiums with their light, airy inflorescences made a nice textural contrast.  There 
was plenty of wow! factor in all this and it had been designed and executed to 
maximise the impact it would have on the public.   Judging by the reactions around 
us it was hugely successful. 
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Things became much more interesting, 
however, as we moved into a slightly 
cooler and drier atmosphere. Here there 
were more varied genera in flower, 
including Miltonia, Sobralia, Zygo-
petalum, Coelogyne, Dendrobium and 
Cymbidium plus intriguing displays in 
glass cases of Indonesian orchids 
endangered in their native habitat; Kew 
is helping with their conservation.  A 
beautiful gem was Lycaste brevispatha 
with delicate hooded, pink flowers 
clustered around the base of the plant.   
Were it more plentiful it would be a 
choice collectors’ plant.  

It was interesting to see orchids also 
growing in the palm house.  Here 
cymbidiums, dendrobium and oncydium 
were growing epiphytically on banyan 
and ebony trees, as they would in the 
wild.  
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Slipper orchid 
(Paphiopedilum)

Pure white cymbidium flowers 
cascade over the pot
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Strongylodon macrobotrys,  

the jade vine



The Alpine House is an engaging structure in engineering terms, designed to do the 
reverse of a greenhouse by drawing cold air in and pushing warm air out.  It 
contained an excellent, colourful display of unusual and choice alpines.   Tucked 
away behind the conservatory is the entrance to the 1.3 acre Agius Garden, set out 
in sequential beds which illustrate the evolution of plants over 359 million years, 
and how DNA technology has revised our classification of plants through the 
Angiosperm Phylogeny Group.   

The Agius Garden is a real fusion of science and horticulture, representing a high-
level teaching resource from which Kew’s students can benefit.  It also reflects the 
standard of achievement expected of them.  We see a good deal of this in the 
Kenneth Black Bursary Scheme, for which I’m privileged to be a reader of all the 
applications.  Some of the Kew project reports are absolutely stunning.  They are all 
on the National HPS website, and I’ll be asking Bill Hodgson to issue one of his 
updates explaining how to find them.  Do take a look at them and rejoice in the way 
the HPS is able to assist the professional careers of the next generation of 
gardeners. 

                Roy Stickland 
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Three of the Best 

Once you find a plant you just love, there is often an irresistible urge to look for 
other plants of the same genus or family.   We don’t necessarily want to become 
specialists in a particular genus, but it can give the garden a degree of cohesion and 
continuity if we have a few botanically related gems that stand out.  The range of 
choice can be huge: just consider the number of pages in The Plant Finder devoted 
to, for example, irises, hostas, geraniums, primula or hemerocallis.   How easy it 
would be to fill a garden with any one of those genera.   Like many of us, I have 
slowly become ever more attracted to clematis, particularly the herbaceous types; 
there are a few that make my heart sing every year and I can’t now imagine the 
garden without them.   Here are three absolute stars which I wouldn’t want to be 
without.  

Clematis heracleifolia ‘Cassandra’  

A lightly scented herbaceous clematis, 
similar in appearance to the majority of 
heracleifolia types, though at about a 
metre tall (and wide) it is shorter than 
most others in the group.  This makes it 
wind resistant without the need for any 
form of support.  The flowers are a 
glorious mid to deep blue, hyacinth 
shaped, and in many folk’s minds it is 
regarded as the best blue variety.   It has 
a very long flowering season of at least 
three months.  Described as an 
herbaceous perennial it differs from 
others such as C. recta or C. integrifolia in 
having a woody basal structure which 
really makes it a sub-shrub.  Each year I 
cut it back to about a foot, to just above 
plump dormant buds from which new 
growths emerge in the spring. 

Cassandra is very sociable, happy to make her contribution in a mixed border, and is 
totally hardy.  For propagation, the International Clematis Society recommends 
lifting a mature clump and cutting right through the root mass in very early spring.  
I’m sure that would work, but I have discovered a different method.  My plant has a 
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habit of sending out lateral growths just below the surface around the parent.  If 
these are severed after their second or third year, just before bud-break, a few fine 
roots will be developing and success is more or less guaranteed.  I have even 
successfully moved much larger satellite clumps which were probably 5 years old, 
which made their impact in the first year.  This one really does tick all the boxes. 

Clematis x durandii    

I first saw this in Helen Dillon’s 
garden in Dublin, before she moved 
to her current property.   My first 
reaction was to write the name down 
at the top of my ‘gotta have it’ list.   In 
growth it is quite demure, though the 
individual purple flowers are large 
with a central boss of cream 
stamens.  It is capable of growing to 
four feet (though it wasn’t that tall in 
Helen’s garden), and does need 
support.   

Charlie Pridham has told me that it is 
so difficult to propagate (cuttings 
root, but then don’t make it through 
the first winter) that were it not such 
a good plant once established, he 
wouldn’t bother with it.    

Christopher Lloyd saw it as the odd 
man out, on the grounds that unlike 
most others it is not a vine.  The leaf 
stalks don’t cling and hence the plant 
doesn’t climb.  Given that the internodes are quite long, this makes support 
imperative, unless you prefer it to drape itself over its neighbours.   

All of this might be seen as a catalogue of disadvantages, and indeed many 
nurserymen don’t bother with it.   But as an interesting piece on the International 
Clematis Society’s website suggests, it is an old timer that is regarded with great 
affection by gardeners who grow it.  Even when established it does not clump very 
quickly, so you need to be prepared to pamper it a bit and reward will come slowly.   
But reward you it will – and handsomely. 
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Clematis mandschurica   

Of the three, this one is simply the most 
spectacular.  It hails from Asia (North 
East China, North Korea, Mongolia and 
into Russia), usually growing on dry 
slopes of shrubby areas and forest.   
The first refer-ence to it appears to 
have been in 1857 (F J Ruprect) and for 
a while it was regarded as a variety of 
terniflora, to which it has a close 
resemblance.  Whereas terniflora is 
often evergreen, mandschurica is always 
deciduous and flowers at least a month 
earlier.  It is now placed in the Section 
‘Flammula’ as a species in its own right. 

Unfortunately this clematis is not easy 
to find.  I think it appeared once in the 
Cally Gardens list (when I bought it) and I don’t recall seeing it again.  In my - now 
out of date - Plant Finder, about half a dozen nurseries list it, but they are widely 
spread and may not necessarily always have it available.  Despite this it is well worth 
seeking out.  It is a true herbaceous type in that it is cut to the ground every year 
and new shoots emerge from an expanding woody crown.  However it seems to 
think it is a climber and will make up to 8 ft in a season!  So you need to plant it 
alongside an arch or other support and keep it tied in if you are to avoid it catching 
the wind and sprawling over all its neighbours.   When Mary Toomey came to speak 
to our Group, I asked her about its sprawling habit and her advice was rejoice and 
let it sprawl!   As the picture shows I didn’t take her advice on this occasion. 

In July and into August C. mandschurica has dense clusters of small white star-
shaped flowers which cover the whole plant, making it a truly stunning sight.  It sets 
seed freely, but I have never been able to germinate any of it and assume it to be 
sterile.   If anyone wants to prove me wrong I’d be delighted and will gladly offer the 
seed for them to try! 

There are other candidates for a place in my top three, including C. integrifolia, which 
also has a pink form as well as the usual blue, and C. recta ‘Purpurea’, with its 
fantastic purplish-coloured foliage as it emerges from the ground.   Dainty pink C. 
‘Anoushka’ and ‘Heather Herschell’ also have their charms, but the choice will 
always be totally subjective and I hope that my three would feature somewhere on 
other peoples’ list of favourites. 

                Roy Stickland 
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Layers of Light 

I have a weakness for kinetic plants.  When I say kinetic, I mean those which move in 
the wind, suspend myriad droplets after rain, and shimmer in sunshine.  When I say 
weakness, I mean I’m liable to walk into a lamp post if I catch sight of one of these 
plants growing in someone’s front garden.   

Plants which catch the light are very often 
transparent, with slender stems and a 
branching habit, the taller ones useful both for 
height at the back of the border and also at the 
front, as a gauze through which to glimpse 
other plants.  Most of these plants reach their 
kinetic stage in high summer.  Tall camassias, 
however, erupt in a cool haze of blue and white 
star-shaped flowers earlier in the year, looking 
particularly effective amongst meadow 
grasses in May.  Hot on their heels are the 
early-summer flowering ornamental grasses, 
such as Hordeum jubatum - foxtail barley - with 
its rosy-edged, feather-like flowerheads, and 
diminutive annual Agrostis nebulosa - cloud 
grass - which weaves its way between other 
plants like a low-lying mist, a fuzz of tiny, fibre-
optic flowers which reflect the sunlight.  Both 
enjoy a well-drained, sunny site and self-seed 
freely.  However, avoid growing foxtail barley if you have a dog, as the seedheads 
can penetrate the animal’s coat and cause inflammation. 

In June, richly-coloured heucheras begin to throw up their beaded flower stems.  
My favourite of these is dark-leaved Heuchera ‘Prince’.  In summer, it produces long 
stems bearing large (for a heuchera) creamy lime-green flowers, which contrast 
perfectly with the purple-black sheen of its ruffled-edged foliage, much more eye-
catching than the smaller, off-white flowers of H. ‘Palace Purple’ or ‘Obsidian’.  Best 
grown in semi-shade to maintain the sumptuous dark colour, like many heucheras  
‘Prince’ is easy to propagate in summer by simply cutting a piece of stem tip about 
10cm long and pushing it into a pot of gritty compost.  Kept in a shaded, sheltered 
place, the cutting will root in a few weeks. 

By July, the borders have reached full height.  In a veritable forest of filmy foliage, 
verbena, thalictrum, sanguisorba and ammi float effortlessly around their more 
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substantial counterparts. One of the 
most commonly grown ‘transparent’ 
plants is Verbena bonariensis.  Long-
flowering, with stiff stems and soft 
mauve flowers, it is a magnet for bees 
and butterflies and self-seeds easily.  
This year, I grew a new form of verbena 
which came highly recommended by 
eco-nurserywoman Marina Christopher; 
Verbena macdougalii ‘Lavender Spires’.  It 
resembles V. hastata, but it grows taller 
and is sterile, flowering for much longer 
yet still producing enough nectar, 
despite its sterility, to attract a steady 
stream of bees.  I can confirm that it’s 
definitely a winner. 

Thalictrum has an ethereal quality to it 
which brings an airy, light feel to the 
border.  I have grown Thalictrum delavayi 
‘Album’ from seed and the intricacy of 
the flowers, from pearly little buds to 
tiny snowy skirts held on branching 
stems, never fails to charm me.  
However, I have since discovered the 
white form of T. ‘Splendide’ which, as it’s 
sterile, flowers over a much longer 
period.  T. delavayi prefers a dampish soil 
in semi-shade, though if the soil retains 
moisture it will be happy in full sun.   

Sanguisorbas are low-maintenance, 
long-lived plants, enjoying similar 
conditions to thalictrum and reaching 
heights of anything from 30cm to 1.5m.  
Those originating from S. officianalis 
produce dark red bobble-like flowers on 
strong stems in late summer, which 
persist through autumn and provide a 
striking winter silhouette.   

Sanguisorba is a perfect foil for annual 
Ammi majus, a plant which has won my 
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heart in recent years.  Who can resist its lacy green and white umbels?  Yes, it’s a 
nuisance to get going, especially as it can sulk if planted out prematurely, and it’s 
annoyingly attractive to rabbits, but it’s worth the effort.    Talking of annuals, I grew 
dill from seed last year and its oscillating layer of yellow-green offset the violet-blue 
flowers of Marina’s Verbena ‘Lavender Spires’ beautifully.  It was unexpectedly lofty 
at 1.2m. 

N o k i n e t i c b o r d e r w o u l d b e 
complete without one of the tall 
varieties of molinia.  These trouble-
free ornamental grasses definitely 
add a wow factor to late summer, 
with evocative names such as 
‘Skyracer’ and ‘Windspiel’.  My 
favourite is Molinia caerulea ssp. 
arundinacea ‘Transparent’ (excuse me 
while I put my teeth back in).  
Springing from a mound of lush 
foliage, initially its branching stems 
are upright but as they expand they 
curve outwards, creating wide 
archways shimmering with minus-
cule flowerheads.  An arresting sight, 
particularly after rain when tiny 
cabouchon droplets ornament every 
filigree stem.  I have discovered it 

has a convenient habit of ‘self-pruning’ its old flower stems at the base, so they can 
be easily removed in February with just a gentle pull. 

One of my favourite shrubs elegantly graces the border; the exquisite Indigofera 
pendula.  Although it requires free-draining soil and a sheltered position, this 
exceptional plant is well worth the trouble.  Sometimes described as wisteria in 
shrub form, it has an arching habit with dainty, pinnate leaves and long, trailing 
racemes of pink-lilac pea-like flowers in mid to late summer.  I’ve noticed that it has 
the endearing habit of closing its leaves, prayer-like, in the evening.  I bought mine 
as a rooted cutting from Derry Watkins of Special Plants, who told me that although 
I. pendula isn’t always hardy in the coldest winters, cuttings take readily and can be 
overwintered in a cold-frame as an insurance policy.       

             Marion Jay 

    
D Revised version of an article originally published in the  C 

Herts Group Newsletter, Autumn 2014 
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A Dahlia Renaissance 

It often comes as a surprise to keen 
gardeners that there are fashions in plants.  
For instance, where are all the chrysan-
themum growers these days?  In the fifties 
my father was passionate about growing 
huge blooms on tall stalks, and although he 
never exhibited or collected them, others 
certainly did.  

Once, neat rows of scented garden pinks 
lined the path to every 19th century cottage 
door.  Today’s gardeners grow the scentless 
modern varieties that flower off and on all 
summer.  And once, the ivory plumes of 
Aruncus dioicus graced every fashionable 
border.  In the sixties and seventies, this was 
the plant of every enthusiast keen to prove his or, more commonly, her gardening 
credentials.  Aruncus were very ‘U’, to use a phrase of the time. All these, and so 
many more good plants have fallen from favour for so many reasons.   

Once there were dahlia growers who were devoted to collecting all the new forms.  
They dug deep, manure-filled beds, and trussed them to upright stakes with old 
tights or orange baler twine.  Each plant was accompanied by a tall stick topped with 
an inverted plant-pot to trap the earwigs.  The flowers were stunning. The garden 
was not. 

Until, that is, the late Christopher Lloyd of Great Dixter decided that fashionable 
gardeners were not giving dahlias a fair chance.  He went on to trial many of the 
more dramatically coloured forms; to co-ordinate them with other, hardier 
perennials; and, I suspect, to give each gardener a frisson - a shock, even - at the 
sight of such gaudy flowers holding sway over the herbaceous border.  In a world of 
tasteful, pastel colour combinations, it was as though he gave the gardening classes 
permission to be outrageous.  

But that might be a superficial conclusion.  ‘Christo’ was very selective.  He found 
those dahlias with just a hint of, say, orange-red that would be picked up by a 
crocosmia such as ‘Lucifer’, with its matching flower colour and contrasting sword-
shaped leaves.  He would then offset these two with another, similarly shaped 
flower in a complementary colour.  His combinations were and, thanks to Fergus 
Garrett, still are thoughtful and clever. 
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Since then dahlia breeding has 
moved on.  Many have been 
d e v e l o p e d f o r t h e m i x e d 
herbaceous border.   Some years 
ago an old favourite, ‘Bishop of 
L l a n d a f f ’ - s e m i - d o u b l e r e d 
flowers, dark leaves - was cleared 
o f i t s v i r u s e s u s i n g m i c r o -
propagation, and has lived to flaunt 
another day among its peers.  He 
has been joined by many more 
single and semi-double dahlias 
with dark leaves, all named for 
bishops.  And now there are some 
lovely ‘Bishop’s Children’ that are 
grown from their seed.  They are 
relatively easy to germinate with a 
l i t t l e h e a t , a n d t h e n t h o s e 
seedlings with green leaves are 
discarded, or ‘rogued’, to produce 
only black-leaved plants.  

Late last year at Great Dixter there 
was a border of the ‘children’ 
beneath an old barn in the garden.  
Their bright petals caught the light; 
set off by the aged, silvered wood 
of the barn. 

This yearning for more contrast 
and stronger colour - albeit not too 

saturated but transparent; even translucent - has sparked a fashion for mixing 
colours in the garden.  Where once it was the height of well-mannered good taste to 
plant borders of soft, harmonising pastels, it now looks more modern to mix mauve 
verbena with coral diascias, for example; apricot, pink, and black tulips rising from a 
sea of blue forget-me-nots; or pink, dark red, and pure white roses interspersed 
with green-and-white variegated grasses, such as Miscanthus ‘Morning Light’. 
Slowly, subtly, garden fashion is moving on, and dahlias are certainly a part of the 
trend.  

               Sally Gregson 

              www.millcottageplants.co.uk 
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Dahlia ‘Bishop of Llandaff’ combined 
with Pleioblastus auricomus, Tagetes patula 
‘Cinnabar’ and white striped Miscanthus 

‘Cosmopolitan’ at Great Dixter
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2020 Programme 

Covid 19 Update 

The Committee has decided to include the forthcoming autumn programme in the 
Newsletter, but garden visits and meetings in the hall will not be held unless we can 
meet government recommendations on social distancing.  If the restrictions are 
lifted, allowing a meeting to be held, you will be informed by email.  If you don’t have 
email, please contact Jane Hunt (details on back page) if in any doubt. 

All lecture meetings are held at West Monkton Village Hall (TA2 8NE) and are free 
to members (except for the Group Plant Sale in April).  Non-members are welcome, 
at a modest charge of £2 per person.  Doors open at 10.30am and tea/coffee and 
biscuits are available before the lecture.  The Group has a plant stall and a book stall 
at most meetings, plus a ‘Plant and Flower of the Month’ competition. 

Further programme details may be found on the website, which is updated 
whenever fresh information is released.  Location maps or directions will be 
supplied once a place on a trip, or ticket for an event, has been booked.  

 Information on how to book is at the end of the Programme pages. 

2020 Programme (Jul-Sep) 

Wednesday 2nd September, 2.00pm 

Self-Drive Visit to Babbs Farm,   

Westhill Lane, Bason Bridge, Highbridge TA9 4RF 

Entry: £8.50 per person, including refreshments (tea/coffee and cake) 

Babbs Farm is a ¾ acre plantsman’s garden on the Somerset Levels, gradually 
created from fields surrounding an old farmhouse over the last 20 years, and still 
evolving.  Trees, shrubs and herbaceous perennials have been planted with an eye 
for form and shape in big flowing borders.  There are various ponds (formal and 
informal), box garden, patio area and conservatory. 

Ian and Teresa Moss will have salvias and other plants for sale. 
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2020 Programme (Sep-Oct) 

Saturday 19th September – 10.00am  (Hall opens at 9.30am)  

50/50 Plant Sale, followed by:                          

Charlie Pridham – ‘Climbing Plants’           Lecture starts at 11.00am 

Charlie and his wife, Liz, run Roseland House Nursery in Chacewater, near Truro, 
Cornwall, where they hold two National Plant Collections: Clematis viticella  and 
Lapageria rosea.  They also grow a great range of other exciting climbing plants and 
conservatory plants, so this talk should inspire us to cover that bare wall or fence in 
something unusual and interesting. 

The 50/50 Plant Sale prior to the lecture at our September meeting each autumn is 
a popular event. The Group keeps half the money taken and returns the other half 
to the seller.  The hall will be open from 9.30am – 10.00am to receive your plants. 

Please ensure that each plant has two identical labels, both of them bearing the 
name of the plant, your name and the price.   One will be removed so that the 
amount you are owed can be totted up and given to you at the end of the meeting, 
when you can also reclaim any unsold plants and your labels (tip: write in pencil on 
the labels so that they may be reused). 

Selling will take place between 10.00am and 11.00am, at which point the lecture 
begins.  Offers of help with selling on the day will be most welcome. 

Plants for Sale:  Members may also pre-order plants direct from Charlie Pridham 
and he will bring them to the meeting.  Email charlie@roselandhouse.co.uk or call 
01872 560451 to pre-order. 

www.roselandhouse.co.uk 

Saturday 17th October – 11.00am                 Lecture 

Claire Greenslade - ‘Designing with Colour in the Garden’ 
Many of you will remembers Claire’s 2018 lecture about the restoration of 
Hestercombe, where she is Head Gardener.   This time Claire, who is an admirer of 
both Gertrude Jekyll and Christopher Lloyd, will be tackling the subject of colour in 
the garden; how to use annuals to great effect, how to combine colours for 
maximum impact, and how to break away from conventional colour schemes.    
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2020 Programme (Nov) 

Saturday 21st November – 10.00am for 10.30 AGM.                Lecture   

AGM, followed at 11.15am by:  

Bob Brown – ‘My 30 Best Plants’ 
Some of you may have visited Bob Brown’s nursery, Cotswold Garden Flowers, near 
Evesham.  His mail-order catalogue is a delight, with pithy comments and marks out 
of 10 for plants: scores that he changes if a plant fails to live up to its initial grading. 
Known for his forthright views and occasionally controversial opinions, in this talk 
Bob will be taking us through his best ‘doers’.  It promises to be an entertaining hour 
in the company of a true plantsman. 

https://www.cgf.net 

Booking Information 

All coach trips and garden visits must be pre-booked with Penny Berry: 

Tel:  01278 662720  

Email: p.berry487@btinternet.com 

If you would like to book places on the visit to Babb’s Farm, please complete and 
return the entire enclosed Booking Sheet.  The Joining Instructions for each event 
will then be sent to you via email or by post.   

To receive the Instructions via email, simply fill in your email address on the Booking 
Sheet even if you believe I already have a note of it.  In addition to emailing your 
Joining Instructions, I will also email your booking confirmation.  Please print your 
name clearly, and remember to advise me of any change to your email address.   

To receive your Joining Instructions by post, please remember to send me TWO 
SAEs for EACH event you wish to attend. 

Please note, I am in charge of bookings only.  For queries or detailed information 
about our trips and events, contact Jane Hunt on 01934 732441 or email 
hunt.frogshole1@btinternet.com 

            Penny Berry 
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Social Media 

I almost feel that I need to whisper the words in the title!  I was never a fan of social 
media.  I couldn't see the point.  However, I had to be on Facebook in order to keep 
up to date with the HPS Group Secretaries from around the country and to pick up 
work as a free lance ski instructor at my local slope.  Reluctantly I signed up last 
year, feeling like I was signing my life away! 

However, nothing  awful seemed to happen as a result, if you overlook the ping you 
get when Facebook finds someone it thinks you might know and would want to 
make contact with (a ‘friend’), which I soon learnt to turn off.  I even joined an old 
girls group from my school.  I didn't do much else with it for some months. 

We then discussed Instagram at an HPS Committee meeting as a way of promoting 
our events to non-members.  I was sceptical.  Very sceptical.  However I eventually 
signed up and found - much to my surprise - that I quite liked it.  I prefer the format 
to Facebook, which I find a bit messy, and there are lots of very interesting plants 
people, nurseries and gardens (large and small) posting photos on a regular basis.  I 
have admired, even drooled, over some of the photos posted and, surprise, surprise, 
formed minor long distance ‘friendships’ with some of the gardeners I follow.  Even 
better, I have found it a great way to stay in touch with the gardening world whilst 
we are all in lockdown.  

Some of the regular Instagram users I follow and enjoy best include Jimi Blake 
(Hunting Brook Gardens) who posts lots of photos and film of his amazing garden 
and plants (ask anyone who went on the Irish Gardens trip last year); Kevin Pratt 
(Village Plants); Botanically Bonkers (a nursery that supplies the World Garden at 
Lullingstone); moliniagardens (a garden designer in Frome); Minterne Gardens; 
Dawn Woodland Garden; Pan Global Plants; bensbotanics (a freelance gardener 
working in the south west); Beth Chatto Gardens; Hestercombe Head Gardener, 
and The Botanical Gardener (from Kew).  After trialling Instagram on a personal 
basis for a few weeks, Bill helped me get an HPS Somerset Group page set up and so 
I post items relating to the Group on that one.  We have over 150 ‘followers’ to date. 

Since the lockdown started, some HPS members have set up the HPS Community 
Facebook group, which I joined at outset.  There are now over 600 members.  The 
intention was to bring together HPS members and non members to share 
information and garden photos of plants that interest them and to get answers and 
opinions on any gardening problems. It has been a huge success and the HPS has 
already picked up many new members as a result. 
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So if you are missing your regular doses of HPS and other gardening club meetings 
you might, like me, be able to get your fix of garden chat during the present period 
of isolation via the world of social media. 
                        Jane Hunt 
  

Cornucopia 

Cornucopia is a twice-yearly magazine which brings you the pick of the best articles 
from the HPS Local Group newsletters.  Featuring a wide variety of articles, in full 
colour, from HPS members  around the UK, it’s a really good read.    

The magazine is a bargain at only £3.50 a year (incl. postage).   You can subscribe at 
bit.ly/hps-cornucopia by following the link to the order form.  Alternatively, call 
Clare at the Administrator’s Office: 01386 710317.  Non-members can now 
subscribe to Cornucopia too - why not give a subscription to a gardening  friend? 
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